
OMAHA BLUE WAVES!
UNDERSTANDING TESTING 

REQUIREMENTS

Proud to be a United States Kido Federation School !

RANK PHILOSOPHY:!!
Philosophy: !!
Rank promotions mean different things at different martial arts schools. To understand how promotional examinations work at Omaha Blue 
Waves it is important to understand our philosophy first. We do not rush through belts to increase profits or help our bottom line. At our school 
belt color represents minimum time in training AND most importantly skill sets. It does not represent the worth of a student or show their 
uniqueness as an individual. !!
At Omaha Blue Waves belt rank is earned, not given.  Rank, however; is always held by the sanctioning body. If a student acts in a manner 
which is disrespectful to his or her belt, art, or oath then the possibility that previously earned rank can be taken away. Additionally, rank is not 
static and once a belt is earned there is an expectation that the student continue to work towards improvement. Skills are perishable and when 
left unpracticed can result in slower rank progression or cause even rank regression.!!
Rank is both important and unimportant at the same time. You will often hear your instructors tell you that what happens in your heart and head 
are every bit as important as the color of the belt around your waist.  It is a somewhat abstract concept, but what this means is that importance 
of the belt is in the wearer not the color of the cloth worn. Train as if rank is not an issue and it will come in its own time.  At Omaha Blue Waves 
you will never wonder if you have earned your rank. !!
BEGINNER AND INTERMEDIATE GUP EXAMINATIONS:!!
Process: !!
Beginner and intermediate rank students must be invited to test. Students can request a pre-test if they meet minimum time in grade 
requirements. To request a pre-test students should bring in their promotional examination cards. Please pay attention to community 
service, tournament, and seminar requirements. The instructor will review your card to make sure that all prerequisites for your next 
rank have been met prior to pre-testing you. (White belts need not submit a promotional examination card when requesting a pre-
test) Once a test is conducted, it may take up to two weeks for scores to be processed and rank to be issued.  Students who fail an 
examination are allowed to test one additional time at no cost. !!!
ADVANCED GUP AND BLACK BELT EXAMINATIONS:!!
Process:!!
Advanced students and black belts must petition to test. Prior to submitting a petition, each applicant should review testing 
requirements for their next rank. If they are not prepared or do not meet the requirements for rank advancement then they should 
not petition to test. Important Notes: All advanced ranks are expected to student teach on a regular basis as part of their rank 
progression process and should sign up as often as their schedule permits. As a student learns to teach they are forced to break 
down techniques and understand applications. This helps them become better martial artists and teaches valuable communication 
skills. Advanced students (and their parents if a minor) must request a meeting with Master Helaney prior to requesting a test.  All 
1st and 2nd Degree Black Belt Students shall be placed on the schedule once per week until they earn their instructor license. This 
is part of the learning process and a necessary part of rank progression.  All 1st Dan ranks are considered probationary in nature 
regardless of recommended or decided testing status. Dan ranks, please read your testing contract carefully. It is important that you understand 
the requirements of your rank prior to petitioning to test.


